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Abstract—E-commerce catalogs include a continuously growing number of products that are constantly updated. Each item
in a catalog is characterized by several attributes and identiﬁed
by a taxonomy label. Categorizing products with their taxonomy
labels is fundamental to effectively search and organize listings
in a catalog. However, manual and/or rule based approaches
to categorization are not scalable. In this paper, we compare
several classiﬁers to product taxonomy categorization of toplevel categories. We ﬁrst investigate a number of feature sets
and observe that a combination of word unigrams from product
names and navigational breadcrumbs work best for categorization.
Secondly, we apply correspondence topic models to detect noisy
data and introduce a lightweight manual process to improve
dataset quality. Finally, we evaluate linear models, gradient
boosted trees (GBTs) and convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
with pre-trained word embeddings demonstrating that, compared
to other baselines, GBTs and CNNs yield the highest gains in
error reduction.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Product taxonomy categorization is a key factor in exposing
products of merchants to potential online buyers. Most catalog
search engines use taxonomy labels to optimize query results
and match relevant listings to users’ preferences [1]. To illustrate the general concept, consider Fig. 1. Nordstrom pushes
new shoe listings to an online catalog infrastructure, which
then organizes the listings into a taxonomy tree. When a user
searches for the comfort shoes “Lyza Clog”, the search engine
ﬁrst has to understand that the user is searching for a “comfort
shoes” category. Then, if the speciﬁc shoe product cannot
be found in the inventory, relevant shoes in the “Comfort”
category are shown in the search results to encourage the
user to browse further. In addition to improving the quality
of product search, good categorization also plays a critical
role in targeted advertising, personalized recommendations
and product clustering. However, there are multiple challenges
in achieving good product categorization.
Commercial product taxonomies are organized in tree structures, three to ten levels deep, with thousands of leaf nodes
[2, 3, 4, 5]. The breadth of such taxonomies lead to unavoidable human errors while entering data. Even a site with an
uniﬁed taxonomy where merchants directly upload listings
reported a 15% error rate in categorization [3]. For example,
in Fig. 1, a merchant has selected a wrong label, “Sneakers”,
for “1883 by Wolverine Women’s Maisie Oxford Tan/Taupe
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Leather/Suede”, which contributes to labeling noise in training
data. Further, most e-commerce companies receive millions of
new listings per month from hundreds of merchants composed
of wildly different formats, descriptions, prices and meta-data
for the same products. For instance, even an identical product
can be listed as “Wilson tennis racket Level III signed by
Federer” for $80 by one merchant and “Wilson tennis racquet
Level 3 Roger Federer TM ” for $72 by another. A robust
classiﬁer has to assign the same taxonomy label to such listings
(e.g., “Sports & Outdoors > Fitness > Tennis > Rackets”)
regardless of these issues.
Current e-commerce systems trade-off between accuracies
obtained by classifying a listing directly into thousands of leaf
node categories [2, 4] and splitting the taxonomy at predeﬁned
depths [6, 3] in favor of building smaller subtree models. For
the latter scenario, there is usually another trade-off between
the number of hierarchical subtrees, the runtime latency introduced by multiple categorization over the cascading subtrees
and the snowballing of error propagated in the prediction
chain. In this paper, similarly to [3], we classify product
listings in two steps: ﬁrst we predict the top-level category and
then classify the listings using the subtree models selected by
the top level predictions. We use a publicly available Amazon
dataset [5] and two in-house datasets1 for our large-scale
taxonomy categorization experiments on product listings.
This paper makes several contributions to address such
large, noisy product datasets: 1) We perform large scale comparisons with several robust classiﬁcation methods and show
that Gradient Boosted Trees (GBTs) [7, 8] and Convolutional
Neural Networks (CNNs) [9, 10] perform substantially better
than state-of-the-art linear models using word unigram features
(Section V). We further provide analysis of their performance
w.r.t. imbalance in product datasets. 2) We demonstrate that
using both listing price and navigational breadcrumbs – the
branches that merchants assign to the listings in web pages
for navigational purposes – boost categorization performance
(Section V-C) and 3) We effectively apply correspondence
topic models to detect and remove mislabeled instances in
training data with minimal human intervention (Section V-D).
1 The in-house datasets are from Rakuten USA Inc. managed by Rakuten
Ichiba, Japan’s largest e-commerce company.
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Fig. 1: E-commerce platform using taxonomy categorization to understand query intent, match merchant listings to potential
buyers as well as to prevent buyers from navigating away on search misses.
in a novel way that would otherwise render the latent group
discovery in [3] ineffective on our in-house datasets.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Our problem domain is similar to the one explored in
[2, 6, 3, 11, 4, 12], but with more pronounced data quality
issues. The work in [2] emphasizes the use of simple classiﬁers
in combination with large-scale manual efforts to reduce noise
and imperfections from categorization outputs. While human
intervention is important, we show how unsupervised topic
models can substantially reduce such expensive efforts for
product listings crawled in the wild. Further, [2] sheds no
light on the contribution of each classiﬁer to the categorization
problem. In response, we adopted stronger baseline systems
based on regularized linear models [13, 14, 15].
A recent work from [4] emphasizes the use of recurrent neural networks for taxonomy categorization purposes. Although,
they mention that RNNs render unlabeled pre-training of word
vectors [16] unnecessary, their embedding only depends on a
recursive representation of the same initial feature space. In
contrast, we show that training word embeddings on the whole
set of three product title corpora improves performance for
CNN models and opens up the possibility of leveraging other
product corpora when available. However, unlike the recent
claims in [2] and [17], both [4] and our experiments, show
the ineffectiveness of the Naı̈ve Bayes classiﬁers.
Finally, [3] advocate the use of algorithmic splitting of
the taxonomy structure using graph theoretic latent group
discovery to mitigate data imbalance problems at the leaf
nodes. They use a combination of k-NN classiﬁers at the
coarser level and SVMs [18] classiﬁers at the leaf levels. Their
SVMs solve much easier k-way multi-class categorization
problems where k ∈ {3, 4, 5} with much less data imbalance.
We, however, have found that SVMs do not work well in
scenarios where k is large and the data is imbalanced. Due to
our high dimensional feature spaces, we avoided k-NN classiﬁers that can cause prohibitively long prediction times under
arbitrary feature transformations [19]. Further, we make use
of probabilistic latent topics to eliminate mislabeled listings
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III. DATASET C HARACTERISTICS
We use two in-house datasets, named BU1 and BU2, and
one publicly available Amazon dataset (AMZ) [5] for the
experiments in this paper. BU1 is categorized using human
annotation efforts and rule-based automated systems. This
leads to a high precision training set at the expense of
coverage. On the other hand, for BU2, noisy taxonomy labels
from external data vendors have been automatically mapped
to an in-house taxonomy without any human error correction,
resulting in a larger dataset at the cost of precision. BU2 also
suffers from inconsistencies in product titles and meta-data that
are incomplete or malformed due to errors in the web crawlers
that vendors use to aggregate new listings. In our experiments
on the BU2 dataset, the noise is distributed identically in the
training and test sets, thus evaluation of the classiﬁers is not
impeded by it.
Datasets Subtrees
BU1
BU2
AMZ

16
15
25

Branches

Listings

PCC

KL

1,146
571
18,188

12.1M
60M
7.46M

0.643
0.209
0.269

0.872
0.715
1.654

TABLE I: Dataset properties on: total number of top-level
category subtrees, branches and listings.
The BU2 dataset has the noisiest ground-truth labels where
product listings have been assigned to incorrect labels. However, as the manual veriﬁcation of millions of listings is
infeasible, using some proxy for ground truth is a viable
alternative that has previously produced encouraging results
[3]. To mitigate manual corrective efforts, we resort to using
topic models to detect incorrect listings (Section V-D). Topic
models such as LDA [20] have the advantage of ﬁnding latent
structure in data without the use of labels. In addition to
noisy ground truth labels, product taxonomies often exhibit
imbalanced data distribution.
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(b) AMZ dataset. Vertical scale of the top Fig. is 10x
of the top Figs. 2a and 2c

(c) BU2 dataset



Fig. 2: Imbalance in evaluation datasets: The top row shows the number of branches with non-zero number of listings.
The bottom row shows the KL divergence of the empirical distribution of listings in each subtree compared to the uniform
distribution.
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Fig. 3: Top-level category distribution of 40 million deduplicated listings from Dec 2015 snapshot of BU2. Each category
subtree is also imbalanced, as seen in the exploded view of
the “Furniture” category.

Figure 3 shows the top-level “Home, Furniture and Patio”
subtree that accounts for almost half of the BU2 dataset. The
ﬁrst row in Fig. 2 shows the number of branches for toplevel taxonomy subtrees for three datasets. To measure the
level of data imbalance, we calculated the Pearson correlation
coefﬁcient (PCC) between the number of listings and branches
in each of the top-level subtrees (Table I). A perfectly balanced
tree will have a PCC = 1.0. BU1 (Fig. 2a) shows the most
benign kind of imbalance with a PCC = 0.643. This conﬁrms
that the number of branches in the subtrees correlate well
with the volume of listings. AMZ shows the highest average
number of branches in the subtrees. This is likely due to the
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crawling technique used to harvest the data, which we believe
differs from Amazon’s internal catalog. For AMZ and BU2
in particular, the number of branches in the subtrees do not
correlate well with the volume of listings, indicating a much
higher level of imbalance.
The bottom row in Fig. 2 shows the average KullbackLeibler (KL) divergence, KL(p(x)|q(x)), [21] between the
empirical distribution over listings in branches for each subtree, p(x), compared to a uniform distribution, q(x). Here, the
KL divergence acts as a measure of imbalance of the listing
distribution and is indicative of the categorization performance
that one may obtain on a dataset; high KL divergence leads
to poorer categorization and vice-versa (see Section V).
IV. G RADIENT B OOSTED T REES AND C ONVOLUTIONAL
N EURAL N ETWORKS
We observed in our experiments that the strongest performing models were GBTs [7] and CNNs [9, 10]. GBTs optimize
a loss functional: L = Ey [L(y, F (x)|X)] where F (x) can be
a mathematically difﬁcult to characterize function, such as a
decision tree f (x) on X. The optimal value of the function is
expressed as
M

fm (x, a)
(1)
F  (x) =
m=0

where f0 (x, a) is the initial guess and {fm (x, a)}M
m=1 are
incremental “boosts” on x deﬁned by the optimization method,
with am as parameter of f (xm ). To compute F  (x), we also
need to calculate
am = arg mina

N

i=1

L(yi , Fm (xi ))

(2)

with
Fm (x) = Fm−1 (x) + fm (x, am )

(3)

This expression looks very similar to:

 

∂L(y, F (x))
Fm (x) = Fm−1 (x)+ρm −
∂F (x)
F (xi )=Fm−1 (xi )
(4)
Where ρm is the step length and


∂L(y, F (x))
= gm (xi )
(5)
∂F (x)
F (xi )=Fm−1 (xi )
being the search direction. To solve am , we make the basis
functions fm (xi ; a) correlate most to


∂L(yi , F (xi ))
(6)
−
∂F (xi )
F (xi )=Fm−1 (xi )
Where the gradients are constrained to be deﬁned over the
training data distribution. It can be shown that
am = arg mina

N


(−gm (xi ) − ρfm (xi , a))

2

(7)

i=1

and
ρm = arg minρ

N


L(yi , Fm−1 (xi ) + ρfm (xi ; am ))

(8)

i=1

which yields
Fm (x) = Fm−1 (x) + ρm fm (x, am )

(9)

Additional details are described in [7].
In GBTs, the optimal selection of decision variables, value
splits, and means at leaf nodes (i.e., am ) is based on optimizing
the fm (x, a) using a logistic loss. For GBTs, each decision
tree is robust to imbalance data and outliers [13], and F (x)
can approximate arbitrarily complex decision boundaries in a
piecewise manner.
The neural network we use is based on the CNN architecture
described in [10] using the TensorFlow framework [22]. As
in [10], we enhance the performance of “vanilla” CNNs
(Fig. 4 right) using word embedding vectors [16] trained
on the product titles from all datasets, without taxonomy
labels. Context windows of width n, corresponding to ngrams and embedded in a 300 dimensional word embedding
space, are convolved with L ﬁlters followed by rectiﬁed nonlinear unit activation and a max-pooling operation over the
set of all windows W . This operation results in a L × 1
vector, which is then connected to a softmax output layer of
dimension K × 1, where K is the number of classes. The
ﬁlters are initialized with Xavier initialization [23]. We use
mini-batch stochastic gradient descent with Adam optimizer
[24] to perform parameter optimization.
The CNN model tries to allocate as few ﬁlters to the
context windows while balancing the constraints on the backpropagation
of error residuals w.r.t. cross-entropy loss L =
K
− k=1 qk log pk , where pk is the probability of a product
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title x belonging to class k predicted by our model, and
q ∈ {0, 1}K is a one-hot vector that represents the true label
of title x. This results in a higher predictive power for the
CNNs, while still matching complex decision boundaries in a
smoother fashion than GBTs.
V. E XPERIMENTAL S ETUP AND R ESULTS
We use Naı̈ve Bayes (NB) [25] similar to the approach
described in [17] and [2], and Logistic Regression (LogReg)
classiﬁers with L1 [26] and Elastic Net regularization, as
robust baselines.
The objective functions of both GBTs and CNNs involve L2
regularizers over the set of parameters. Our development set
for parameter tuning is generated by randomly selecting 10%
of the datasets for listings under the “apparel / clothing” categories. The optimized parameters obtained from this scaleddown conﬁguration is extended to all other classiﬁers as well
to reduce experimentation time for more time-consuming classiﬁcation models such as GBTs and CNNs. After parameter
tuning, we set a linear combination of 15% L1 regularization
and 85% L2 regularization for Elastic Net. For GBTs, we
limit each decision tree growth to a maximum depth of 500.
For CNNs, we use context window widths of sizes 1, 3, 4, 5 for
four convolution ﬁlters, a batch size of 1024 and an embedding
dimension of 300. The parameters for the embeddings are nonstatic. LogReg classiﬁers and CNN need data to be normalized
along each dimension, which is not needed for NB and GBT.
A. Data Preprocessing
BU1 is exclusively comprised of product titles, hence, our
features are primarily extracted from these titles. For AMZ
and BU2, we additionally extract the list price whenever
available. For BU2, we also use the leaf node of any available
navigational breadcrumbs. In order to decrease training and
categorization run times, we employ a number of vocabulary
ﬁltering methods. Further, English stop-words and rare tokens
that appear in ten listings or less are then ﬁltered out. This
reduces vocabulary sizes by up to ﬁfty percent, without a
signiﬁcant reduction in categorization performance. For CNNs,
we replace numbers by the nominal form [NUM] and removed
rare tokens. We also remove punctuations and all text is lowercased. Parts of speech (POS) tagging using a generic tagger
from [27] trained on English text produced very noisy features,
as is expected for out-of-domain tagging. Consequently, we do
not use these features due to the absence of a POS training
set for listings as in [28]. We also experimented with word
embedding features from Word2Vec model [16], for instance,
to constrain variants of words like “t-shirts” in one embedding
dimension, however, the overall results have not been better.
B. Initial Experiments on BU1 dataset
Our initial experiments use unigram counts and three other
indicators – word bigram counts, bi-positional unigram counts,
and bi-positional bigram counts. Consider a title text “120 gb
hdd 5400rpm sata fdb 2 5 mobile” from the “Data storage”
leaf node of Electronics taxonomy subtree and another title
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Fig. 4: Classiﬁer performance on BU1 test set. The CNN classiﬁer has only one conﬁguration and thus shows constant curves
in all plots. Left ﬁgure shows prediction on 10% test set using word unigram count features; middle ﬁgure shows prediction
on 10% test set using word bigram bi-positional count features; and the right ﬁgure shows mean micro-precision over different
feature setups except CNNs. In all ﬁgures, “OvO” means “One vs. One” and “OvA” means “One vs All”.
test against ≈ 2.85 million deduplicated “Women’s Clothing”
listings from the Feb 2016 BU2 dataset. In all experiments,
10% of the data is used as test set.
The ﬁrst noteworthy fact in Fig. 5 is that the micro-precision
and F1 of the GBTs substantially improve after increasing the
size of the dataset. Further, stop words and rare words ﬁltering
decrease precision and F1 by less than 1%, despite halving the
feature space. The addition of navigational leaf nodes and list
prices prove advantageous, with both features independently
boosting performance and raising micro-precision and F1 to
over 90%. Despite ﬁnding similar gains in categorization
performance for other top-level subtrees by using these meta
features, we needed a system to ﬁlter mis-categorized listings
from our training data as well.
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C. Categorization Improvements with Navigational Breadcrumbs and List Prices on BU2 Dataset
BU2 is a challenging dataset in terms of class imbalance and
noise and we sought to improve categorization performance
using available meta-data. To start, we experiment with a
smaller dataset consisting of ≈ 500, 000 deduplicated listings
under the “Women’s Clothing” taxonomy subtree, extracted
from our Dec 2015 snapshot of 40 million records. We then
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text “acer aspire v7 582pg 6421 touchscreen ultrabook 15 6
full hd intel i5 4200u 8gb ram 120 gb hdd ssd nvidia geforce
gt 720m” from the “Laptops and netbooks” leaf node. In such
cases, we observe that merchants tend to place terms pertaining
to storage device speciﬁcs in the front of product titles for
“Data storage” and similar terms towards the end in the titles
for “Laptops”. As such, we split the length of the title in half
and augment word uni/bigrams with a left/right-half position.
This makes sense from a Naı̈ve Bayes point of view, since
signals like “120 gb”[Left Half], “gb hdd”[Left Half],
“120 gb”[Right Half] and “gb hdd”[Right Half] decorrelates the feature space better, which is suitable for the
naı̈ve assumption in NB. This also helps in sightly better
explanation of the class posteriors. These assumptions for NB
are validated in the three ﬁgures: Fig. 4 left, Fig. 4 middle
and Fig. 4 right. Word unigram count features perform
strongly for all classiﬁers except NB, whereas bi-positional
word bigram features helped only NB signiﬁcantly.
Additionally, the micro-precision and F1 scores for CNNs
and GBTs are signiﬁcantly higher compared to other algorithms on word unigrams using paired t-test with a p-value <
0.0001. The performances of GBTs and LogReg L1 classiﬁers
deteriorate over the other feature sets as well. The bi-positional
and bigram feature sets also do not produce any improvements
for the AMZ dataset. Based on these initial experiments, we
focus on word unigrams in all of our subsequent experiments.

Fig. 5: Improvements in micro-precision and F1 for GBTs on
BU2 dataset for “Women’s Clothing” subtree
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Fig. 7: Interpretation of latent topics using predictions
from a GBT classiﬁer. The topics here are excluding
those in Fig. 6 and are all from Feb 2016 snapshot of
the BU2 dataset.
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Fig. 6: Top few most probable words under the
latent “noise” topics over listings in “Shoes” subtree. Human annotators inspect whether such sets
of words belong to a Shoes topic or not.
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Fig. 8: Correspondence MMLDA model for text [29].
We also validated the fact that list prices and the leaf node
text from breadcrumbs improve classiﬁcation performance by
observing the highest weighted features obtained from the
GBT model. For instance, the top thousand features from
the model for top-level classiﬁcation has seven percent of
features that are breadcrumbs. The list price feature also has
been ranked in the three hundredth place out of a total of
around ﬁve hundred thousand features. Qualitative inspection
of the top one hundred features from the top-level model also
revealed an abundance of terms from the “Jewelry & Watches”
category. This observation also correlated well with the fact
that the test set performance for the top-level “Jewelry &
Watches” category has also been the highest with an yield
of 98% precision and F1.
D. Noise Analysis of BU2 Dataset using Correspondence LDA
for Text
When categorization of listings in the “Shoes” subtree
performed over 25 points below “Women’s Clothing”, as seen
in Fig. 11, we theorized that the incorrect label assignments
are to blame. There are over 34 million “Shoes” listings in
BU2 dataset and thus a manual scan is infeasible unlike [2].
To address this problem, we compute p(x) over latent topics
zk , and automatically annotate the most probable words over
each topic.
We choose the CorrMMLDA model (Fig. 8) from [29]
to discover the latent topical structure of the listings in the
Shoes category because of two reasons. Firstly, the model is
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a natural choice for our scenario – it is intuitive to assume
that store and brand names (e.g. the store “QVC” and brand
“Adam Tucker” – words wd,m in the M plate of listing d in
Fig. 8) are distributions over words in titles (e.g. the words
in “Stretch criss cross strap sandals” – words wd,n in the
N plate of the same listing d in Fig. 8). The title words
are in turn distributions over the latent topics zd for listing
d ∈ {1..D}. Secondly, the CorrMMLDA model has been
shown to exhibit lower held out perplexities indicative of
improved topic quality. The reason behind the lower perplexity
stems from the following observations:
Using the notation in [29], we denote the free parameters
of the variational distributions over words in brand and store
names, say λd,m,n , as Multinomials over words in the titles
and those over words in the title, say φd,n,k , as Multinomials
over latent topics zd . It is easy to see that the posterior over
the topic zd,k for each wd,m of brand and store names, is
 Nd
dependent on λ and φ through n=1
λd,m,n × φd,n,k . This
means that if a certain topic zd = j generates all words in the
title, i.e., φd,n,j > 0, then only that topic also generates the
brand and store names thereby increasing likelihood of ﬁt and
reducing perplexity. The other topics zd = j do not contribute
towards explaining the topical structure of the listing d. To
this end, the correspondence view, wdN , is made up of word
unigrams in the title, and the content view, wdM , consists of
brand and merchant names, both as bags-of-words.
We train the CorrMMLDA model with K = 100 latent
topics. A sample of nine latent topics and their most probable
words shown in Fig. 6 demonstrates topics outside of the
“Shoes” domain can be manually identiﬁed, while reducing
human annotation efforts from 3.4 million records to one
hundred. We choose K = 100 since it is roughly twice
the number of branches for the Shoes subtree. This choice
provides modeling ﬂexibility while respecting the number of
ground truth classes.
We next run a list of the most probable six words, the
average length of a “Shoes” listing’s title, from each latent
topic through another GBT classiﬁer trained on the full, noisy
data for the “Shoes” category. The GBT classiﬁer used for this
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Fig. 9: Micro-precision on 10% test set from the Fig. 10: Micro-precision on 10% test set from the AMZ dataset
BU2 dataset across top-level categories.
across top-level categories.
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annotators several months according to the estimates in [2].

3

E. Results on BU2 and AMZ Datasets
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Fig. 11: Micro-precision and F1 across ﬁfteen top-level
categories on 10% (4 million listings) of Dec 2015 BU2
snapshot.

purpose has been trained only on the words from the product
titles but without the list prices and the leaf node text from
the breadcrumbs. The reason is that the short descriptions of
the latent topics, which we want to classify, resemble short
bag-of-word queries without any metadata.
Categories that mismatch their topics are manually labeled
ambiguous, as seen in the bottom two rows in Fig. 7. As a
ﬁnal conﬁrmation, we uniformly sampled a hundred listings
from each topic judged to be ambiguous. Inspections revealed
numerous listings from merchants that do not sell shoes are
cataloged in the “Shoes” subtree due to vendor error. To
this end, we remove listings corresponding to such “out-ofcategory” merchants from all top-level categories.
To summarize, by manually inspecting K ×6 most probable
words from the K = 100 topics and J × 100 listings,
where J << K, instead of 3.4 million, a few annotators
accomplished in hours what would have taken hundreds of
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Here we ﬁrst report categorization performance of our
LogReg L1 baseline on the earlier Dec 2015 snapshot of BU2
dataset using just the words in the titles excepting stop words.
In section V-B, we have shown the efﬁcacy of word unigram
features on the BU1 dataset. Figure 11 shows that LogReg
with L1 regularization [11, 30] initially achieves 83% mean
micro-precision and F1 on the initial BU2 dataset. This had
fallen short of our expectation of achieving an overall 90%
precision (red line in Fig. 11), but forms a robust baseline for
our subsequent experiments with the AMZ and the cleaned
BU2 datasets. We additionally use list price and leaf nodes of
navigational breadcrumbs for BU2 dataset and list price for
AMZ dataset when available.
Overall, Naı̈ve Bayes, being an overly simpliﬁed generative
model, generalizes very poorly on all datasets (see Figs. 4,
9 and 10). It may be possible to improve NB’s performance
using sub-sampling techniques [31]; however, sub-sampling
can have its own problems for product datasets [2].
We observe from Table II, that when log(N/B), where N
is the number of listings and B is the number of categories, is
relatively high, – 11.54 for BU2 and 9.27 for BU1, compared
to 6.02 for AMZ, most classiﬁers tend to perform well. Figures
with a ∗ are statistically better than other non-starred ones in
the same row except the last column. From Fig. 9, it is clear
that GBTs are better on BU2.
We also experiment with CNNs augmented to use metadata while respecting the convolutional constraints on title
text, however, the performance improved only marginally. It
is not immediately clear why all the classiﬁers suffer on the
“CDs and Vinyl” category, which has more than 500 branches
– see Fig. 10. The AMZ dataset also suffers from novel
cases of data imbalance. For instance, most of the listings
in “Books” and “Grocery” are in one branch, with most other
branches containing less than 10 listings. This might be due

Dataset

NB

LogReg ElasticNet

LogReg L1

GBT

CNN w pretraining

Mean KL

BU1
BU2
AMZ

81.45
68.21
49.01

86.30
84.29
69.39

86.75
85.01
66.65

89.03*
90.63*
67.17

89.12*
88.67
72.66*

0.872
0.715
1.654

TABLE II: Mean micro-precision on 10% test set from BU1, BU2 and AMZ datasets
to the use of a presumed “navigational taxonomy” in the
crawled AMZ dataset [5]. However, we do not have Amazon’s
internal product taxonomy organization to validate the claim.
In summary, from both Figs. 9 and 10, we observe that GBTs
and CNNs with pre-training perform best even in extreme data
imbalance. It is possible that GBTs need ﬁner parameter tuning
per top-level subtree for datasets resembling AMZ.
F. Hardware Setup and Empirical Runtime Analysis
Finally, we brieﬂy touch upon the hardware setup and
the empirical runtime analysis of the three best classiﬁers.
We report training and prediction runtimes for the largest
dataset: BU2. For the logistic regression with L1 regularization
classiﬁer (LogReg), we use the single-core implementation
provided with [26]2 . For experiments with GBTs, we used
the open source multi-core implementation described in [8]3 .
We modiﬁed the CNN source code from [10]4 to use the
TensorFlow framework [22] and ran it in multi-core mode
within a single server with multi GPU support. For our
experiments, we have made use of two types of machines:
1) c4.8x Large instances in Amazon EC25 . Each instance
consists of 36 virtual CPUs (vCPUs) with 60 GB memory.
Each physical CPU is a 2.6 GHz Intel Xeon E5-2666 v3
(Haswell) processor and is hyper-threaded to yield two
vCPUs.
2) Custom GPU server with 8 NVidia Titan X GPUs6 .
Additionally, the server has two 3.40 GHz Intel Xeon
CPUs to communicate with the eight GPUs.
We observe from Fig. III that the single core implementation
of the LogReg classiﬁer is the fastest to train and predict using
just one core CPU. This is expected of a linear model. On
average, the training time is 0.8, 3.0, and 26 ms per instance
for LogReg, CNN, and GBT respectively. The prediction time
is 0.07, 0.025 and 0.2 ms per instance for LogReg, CNN and
GBT respectively. However, the prediction times for CNN and
GBTs reported in Table III are for batch predictions only.
The GBT implementation described in [8] does not scale well
during online prediction without replicating the models in
memory. The prediction time goes down to 40–20 instances
classiﬁcations per second when the models are large, such as
those consisting of several hundred trees and occupy more
2 http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/∼cjlin/liblinear/
3 https://github.com/dmlc/xgboost
4 https://github.com/yoonkim/CNN

sentence

5 https://aws.amazon.com/ec2/instance-types/
6 http://www.geforce.com/hardware/desktop-gpus/geforce-gtx-titan-x/
speciﬁcations
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Training/
Prediction

Classiﬁer

Time per
instance
(ms)

Percentage
decrement
w.r.t GBT

Training

GBT
CNN
LogReg L1

26
3.0
0.8

88.5%
97.0%

Prediction

GBT
CNN
LogReg L1

0.2
0.025
0.07

87.5%
65.0%

TABLE III: Average training and prediction runtime in ms
per instance for three best classiﬁers on the BU2 dataset. The
ﬁgures are averaged over those obtained for only the ﬁfteen
top-level subtree categories.
Classiﬁer

Average microprecision

Absolute percentage
increment
w.r.t
LogReg L1

GBT
CNN
LogReg L1

90.47%
88.99%
85.14%

5.33%
3.85%
-

TABLE IV: Average micro-precision improvements for three
best classiﬁers on the BU2 dataset. The ﬁgures are averaged
over those obtained for only the ﬁfteen top-level subtree
categories.
than 500 MB to over 1 GB of disc space. Such large models
are common for production-grade e-commerce catalogs. For
instance, the ones we experiment with in this paper for BU2
dataset have the maximal tree depth set to 500 as dictated by
cross-validation experiments.
We observe from Table III, that the average reduction in
runtime while training for the single core LogReg model
is 97% and for 8-GPU CNN is 88.5% over the 36-vCPU
CPU scale-up of GBT implementation. The reduction in batch
prediction times are similar given the GBT reference point,
with CNNs outperforming LogReg due to native processor
architecture support for fast vector space operations.
The trade-off between runtime and accuracy is the key factor
to consider while deploying models to a production system. In
our environment, both training and prediction is done ofﬂine
(not-realtime) whereby in the latter phase, new product listings
are augmented with the predicted taxonomy branches before
they are indexed by the search engine. The “ofﬂine” prediction

is handled by a parallel scale-up of classiﬁcation API servers
which communicate to a data pipeline system implemented in
Spark. The main bottleneck for runtime in our classiﬁcation
scheme arise due to a very large top-level GBT model. It is
possible to use cheaper classiﬁers for some category subtrees
(see Figs. 4, 9 and 10), however, for production systems involving millions of listings being classiﬁed every day, superior
classiﬁcation performance in terms of mean precision and F1,
usually takes precedence given available resources. As such,
the numbers from Tables III and IV provide the management
with enough clues for cost-beneﬁt analysis on which modeling
technique and corresponding hardware to choose.
VI. C ONCLUDING R EMARKS
Large-scale taxonomy categorization is a challenging task
with noisy and imbalanced data. We demonstrate deep learning
and gradient tree boosting models with operational robustness
in real industrial settings on e-commence catalogs reaching
millions of items. We summarize our contributions as follows: 1) We study the effectiveness of large-scale product
taxonomy categorization on top-level category subtrees and
conclude that GBTs and CNNs can be used as new state-ofthe-art baselines; 2) We quantify the nature of imbalance for
different product datasets in terms of distributional divergence
and correlate that to prediction performance; 3) Using the
correlation of divergence measures for data imbalance and
prediction accuracies, we can guess expected performance
even before training an expensive classiﬁer; 4) We also show
evidence to suggest that words from product titles, after
removal of stop words and rare words, together with leaf
nodes from navigational breadcrumbs and list prices, when
available, can boost categorization performance signiﬁcantly
on product datasets. Finally, 5) we showcase a novel use
of topic models with minimal human intervention to clean
large amounts of noise particularly when the source of noise
cannot be controlled. This is unlike any experiment reported
in previous publications on product categorization. Automatic
topic labeling with a pretrained classiﬁer for a given category
from another dataset can help construct an initial taxonomy
over listings for which none exist – a major beneﬁt for
reducing manual efforts for initial taxonomy creation.
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